Second Annual Football Hop Overwhelming Success

President's List

The following members of the Sophomore, Junior and Senior Classes have a clear record of all subjects on an average of 94 or more for the first eight weeks of this term. Students included in this list are not subject to faculty rules pertaining to suspension. A new list will be published in February.

SECOND YEAR

Courses IV—Chemistry and Textile Engineering

James Joseph Plummer, Jr., Pittsfield, Mass.
William Francis Tizzano, Pittsfield, Mass.

THIRD YEAR

Course III—Civil and Mechanical Engineering

Herbert Eugene McVittie, Lowell, Mass.
George Preston Silver, Lowell, Mass.
Ruthe G. Young, Springfield, Mass.

FOURTH YEAR

Course IV

Hartford Arlo Dow, Waltham, Mass.
Maynard R. Snelson, Lawrence, Mass.
Herbert L. Clapp, Lowell, Mass.

(Continued on Page 22)

Freshmen and Sophomores Hold Joint Meeting

The following members of the Sophomore, Junior and Senior Classes have a clear record of all subjects on an average of 94 or more for the first eight weeks of this term. Students included in this list are not subject to faculty rules pertaining to suspension. A new list will be published in February.
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Maynard R. Snelson, Lawrence, Mass.
Herbert L. Clapp, Lowell, Mass.
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Textile Players Enjoy World-Famous Players

The Lowell Textile Players were present in a body, Monday evening, December 3, at the performance of "Mac Art Athenea," presented by the Sir Philip Joyce Great Players in the Lowell Memorial Auditorium. They were seated in the orchestra and were given a special invitation to "Hone, Sweet Hone" and "The Love of a Woman." The play was a real treat and all enjoyed it. The rest of the audience was composed of the students of the Musical and Dramatic Club.

COACHING: "Give me a good example of rapid economy."

Studebaker, "Be a deaf Scotchman.

Lowell Rotarians to Hold Their Luncheon at Texile

To Pay Homage to Successful 1929 Football Team Tuesday

Merry Christmas

To Rotary Club

The Lowell Textile Institute is extremely grateful to the Lowell Rotary Club for the interest it shows in the activities of the Institute. The fact that such a powerful and representative organization of Lowell displays such sincere appreciation means the awakening of the city as a whole to the ever-increasing importance of the Institute as a factor in its economic welfare. The Rotarians are to be congratulated for the work of their chairman.

Senior Class Enjoy Lecture in Marketing

Representatives of Associated Industries of Massachusetts Give Highly Important Talk

The Senior Class recently enjoyed a lecture in marketing given by three representatives of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts. The representatives made up all the important manufacturers of all types of goods in the State. The speakers were: Frank M. Cole, Vice-President of the American Textile Manufacturers; Everett F. Pierce, President of the Council of Manufacturers; and Hiram C. Smith, President of the Massachusetts Textile Institute. The subjects explained were 1) sewage, 2) Production in Mass. and 3) Selling in Mass. The speakers were invited by the Senior Class to speak on these subjects.

Lecture In Style Research Given By Boston Artist

On Friday, December 1, a lecture was given to members of the Senior Club by Mr. Karlton Hopper, an artist of Boston, who is famous in style research and sales promotion. The subject of the lecture was "Creative Design in Industry," and the speakers were invited by the Senior Club to speak on this subject.

What She Returns From a European trip, which includes Paris, Vienna and Rome, will be described on a future date. When the subject is announced, the members of the Club will be invited to attend.
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How To Become A Conversationalist

(From "Topics of the Times," in New York Times)

An admiring public is familiar with the illustrated advertisements which show an annoy-ed wife and an exalted husband returning from a party by taxi. She is agarbonding the occasion of her joys and overwrought for not speaking a word throughout the evening, and the denouement is that if he will buy a certain set of books he will be rewarded with sparkling conversation for life.

With so little desire to interfere with the sales of three and similar books among husbands in that position, it may yet be pointed out that a more business-like look at one of the daily bulletins issued by Scientific Service in Washington and held by that organization to the press of America will supply more facts than any aspiring dinner dancer can use in a week. He can turn to the lefthand page and say:

"The United States rayon industry dates back to 1911. The Rosace announced brick-making into northern Europe. The plant begins more than hundred times in twenty-four hours. Viscose from lanasue has been one of the most immediately of a laboratory scale. Whirling swiftly to his right, he can remark: "This and soda suffer from attacks of as many as 150 species of insects. The American cotton trade has linked up with the mill of most insect-busts in five years. The largest number that ever existed was the mill-mutation."

Whatever his wife may say to him of babies and his in the tax, it won't be that he has bought a word off evening.

Imagining Her Disappointment

The greatest test in a wife's life is when she compares her husband to the pictures in the S. V. D. advertiser sheets.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Evedyday Taxi

Call 770
Reasonable Rates Prompt—Efficient Service

DRAFTING TOOLS AT

The Thompson Hardware Co.

308 MERRIAM STREET
Scene: Royal Theatre.

Advertisement: “Showing today. ‘Should Mothers Tell?’ Adults Only.”

Attendant: “I’m sorry, madam, but I’m afraid you can’t take your little dog with you.”

The Lady: “Don’t be so ridiculous. Why, Toots’ over live, and he’s had quite a big family!”

CURTAIN.

Willimg to Send a Photograph
First Young Man—How did you get on with her after the dance last night?
Second Young Man—Well, I asked her twice if I could see her home and she said that as I was so keen on seeing her house she would send me a photograph of it—Border Office Star.

THE OLD

THE NEW
THE TEXT

SIGMA OMEGA PSI


With only three more remaining, Phi Kappa takes through a peculiar silence and traversed a heathen upon hearing interview. Cacophy, with a trenching blare, having their hold and meaning, it owed it all to his partner.

Daisy and another teammate were out with their guns.

Gerry McDonald was told recently that "between looking up and shaving, the joy of the outstretched". Guess she's right, Mac.

Carlene and Dee Chandlere seem to be teaming up pretty well in checking up on the Fredericks in Chico. Las.

Dee McDonald may not be ready in school but he is off the hill until now. Any other information desired can be obtained from the Duke. Over says, Duke, Freshmen lived it down.

Eunice Wilson has shown partially, tiny, for black dances. "The black dance is a lot finer than they say." He requests that all black students from the boys in the form of college, in lines of the music that the experience only over the third put.

On last Friday night, Delta Kappa Phi entertained its Fredericks phonograph of a picture of Fredericks'. The party then returned to the Formal Theatre, where they had the boys resorted for them. They greatly entertained the performance by group singing, with Art Forest, Lowell's girl friend, doing most of the singing. The evening was enjoyed most by the Fredericks of Pads.

Brother Bunker is doing quite well in his research work. It won’t be long before he will have something that Brother Bunker has devoted his life for Science!

I wonder where Professor Kolesky is having any more trouble from Doc Cohen since the night of the dance at tomorrow. Marry the girl, Shamus, and wound any disturbances from anywhere?

Where does Joe Wallace go after he finishes teaching students? He probably won’t be taking private lessons because he wants to be a private coach with Bakry's help.

Keep the date of the Divine Omega Psi Convention in mind, Father’s. 'Twill be a time you shall never forget.

NEW YORK ALUMNI NEWS AND NOTES

The regular meeting of the New York Alumni Club was held at the Archway Club, 250 Broadway, New York City. The meeting was conducted wholly in social talk.

It looks as though Howie Macklin, 28, who is out of the trenches by Christmas. Howie has been up to Hamilton, Ont., on canvass work for Elsip, MacCombier, and Palmer, and had reports he was building himself an ign.

The Alumni luncheon was augmented by a string of gentlemen who were members of a group of an introduction and completing the trip course, decided he really belonged in New York and after his return to the employment.

Dave Travers reports having been kept standing outside a Grand Central Station for 80 minutes to find the occupant was smiling Bill Jefferson. Dave was very sure until the whole scene. Did we think man was made for fun?

Perhaps should fill his manuscript, which has brought back Arikoff's youth. The other night after one dance. Open his own...

Kurt Fugiel, 28, has been kept "out a way" for several weeks out a bad attack of pox. The time looking forward to his rapid and speedy recovery.

"Gambol" Charlie Hunter, 28, recently King of Wolf of Lowell, is rapidly becoming 66.68. Town of Broadway, Manhattan is already being sought after, and neither has it that its value in the market for a dorby.

Wall Gifford, 28, has been affixed with the form of Wellington Stears, having 72 on our hands. Why Washington Sun people, Wall didn’t want to get a swimming vacation, rather than put his head out of the small window for a dip in the ocean. He was there to take a look at good news. With his eyes on Washington Sun of North Eastern. Furthermore, he probed Care.

This column has been devoted in the future to amongst happenings of births, deaths, and weddings. We are glad to announce that to date there have been no unexpected deaths or births, as the "due of the month is still open.

SIGMA OMEGA PSI NOTES

Brother Gleen is coming right along in this world. Between his cool and the truth blonde has his hands full! Hatte maker, Waste, Lee, in the history time.

Miss Linnell seems to be quite an authority. Between him and his brother Alex the Fraters won’t worry about the lack of something to eat.

If he isn’t, I wonder what’s keeping Doc Cohen down.

YELLOW CAB COMPANY

Telephone 7600

Twenty-Four Hour Service

Don’t forget Page’s quality chocolate.

We ship candy anywhere in the world.

OMICRON PI

The following freshmen were pledged by Galbraith Pi.


The big question these days—"Am I one brother?"

Loatheless brood nods on the edge in New York by remark.

OMICRON PI

Right side blanch in stifling difficulties, but Loatheless concedes to the fact that he can produce results even if they are only on paper.

Home, overcome by conflagrational difficulties, becomes lost in Boston. This certainly is becoming nother and rather curious.

Good ship The Great Lakes, after three years of lying idle in Boston, has departed for the questing world in the company of one of the other—what? That was! What is this brother's keeper?

Art throws Churchill for a lost, but he is coming up fast.

Bradford, showing his amenable by crossing the legs, reads art and his magnificent serge suit across the floor with a wild glint in his eyes—his hands thrust deep in his pockets.

RANDOM THOUGHTS

The pay envelope has fit.

"When my ship comes in" has a different meaning.

Good girl College Dan! Graduates running around circles trying to be the fastest.

To upset a waiter just tip him a little.

Addio the block is wonted in New York. Some cities are never satisfied. Having one taxis can be a physical operation.

Every time a maam's comment a hint the makers it makes it.

In Italy they insist that shall always mean, which is likely to lead to "free and mannous" measuring.

Philadelphia Record.

First Husband: "My wife told me what she thought of me last night." Second Husband: "Are you looking for sympathy?"

First Husband: "No, I am looking for a dictionary."
The Honorable Silkworm

The Rayon Robot

By GROVE NABINGE


SILK THROUGH THE AGES

The later developments in the industry have been due to the efforts of many nations who have sought to rival and surpass the silk of China and other countries. The Chinese have long been the leaders in the production of silk, and their methods have been studied and adapted by other nations.

Japanese silk was highly esteemed in ancient times, and the Japanese have continued to produce silk of the highest quality. Silk from the Philippines and the Indian subcontinent has also been highly regarded, and these countries have made significant contributions to the silk industry.

The advancement of the silk industry has been marked by the development of new techniques and materials, such as the introduction of rayon and silk substitutes. The use of these materials has allowed for greater production and wider availability of silk products.

The future of the silk industry is uncertain, but it continues to be an important part of the global economy. Efforts are being made to preserve and promote the traditional techniques and materials used in the production of silk, while also exploring new ways to enhance the industry's sustainability and adaptability.

Army To Try Out New Khaki Cloth

Eighth Corps Troops To Be Used In Experiment

The U.S. Army has ordered a new khaki cloth for its troops, which will be tested by the Eighth Corps troops in the coming weeks. The new cloth is expected to improve the comfort and durability of the soldiers' uniforms, and it is hoped that it will become the standard issue for the Army.

More Cotton At Cheaper Price Is World Need

English Cotton Authority Urges Weevil Control and Intensive Farming

Exports of cotton are expected to increase due to the improved methods of production and transportation. The demand for cotton is expected to rise, and the prices are expected to remain stable.

Founders of the Cotton Industry

By A. G. STAPLES, of the "LEWISTON SUN-HERALD" (Reprinted by permission)

We have given a talk on Sir Richard Arkwright, inventor of the spinning frame and founder of the factory system—am I wrong if I can say that our present civilization is the result of his genius?—and we have said that we are giving these brief talks purely for the information of our readers, who dwell in a little country.

We turn our attention now to a second principle of the cotton-manufacturing business, which made huge fortunes after Arkwright had built factories and had forced his spinning machinery on a hostile community.

Robert Peel founded a cotton family of England. He came up from the common folk, his father a po-

New Fabric Now Being Sampled in Haverhill Factories

Shades of cotton are to be seen in the samples of 1930 which is about to open. A new fabric in cotton has been introduced, which is in no small measure due to the successful impression put on the public by the introduction of the American cotton.

The new fabric has been marketed in the U.S. for several years, and it is expected to become more popular in the coming months. The fabric is made from a blend of cotton and rayon, and it is highly sought after for its unique characteristics.

The fabric is available in a range of colors and styles, and it is suitable for various applications, such as clothing, upholstery, and home furnishings. It is expected to be a major player in the textile industry for many years to come.
Basketball Gets Under Way
For The Coming Season

Under the direction of Rayo Yearly the students have again started practice sessions in preparation for a very hard basketball schedule.

The team is captained this year by Julius Jerish, '21, who has started third season as a member of the varsity team. He is one of the fastest and shiniest forwards to play for the Red and Black in many terms. He is one of the key-scoring members of the team, and if his performances are up to his usual standard Tercent will or should have a good scoring offensive.

Among the other veterans who are back are Allred, also playing his third year of collegiate basketball. Allred plays guard, and has always been prominent on the defensive. Rector and Muna, veterans forwards, are again getting in shape for another season. Rector, stellar center of last year, and one of the high scorers, is also out for practices again, and will look good. Galper, who saw service in both years and forward positions, is up to his old strike again. Joe Hardman, guard of last season, reported a week late, but is expected to be able to hold his own, no doubt with the other members of the efficient scoring team which he observed while a member of the football squad.

The manager for this year's team is Fred Ardon, '21, who has always been an annual fixture following his stay at the Institute. He does under his direction the team will be well cared for. His assistants include Pemberton, '22, and Cassy, '21.

Edgar Allan Poe Annual Essay Contest

With a view of stimulating the interest in the writing of Edgar Allan Poe, the announcement is hereby made by the Edgar Allan Poe Society, Inc., that beginning with the year 1928 and thereafter, a prize of $100 will be awarded annually by the Society for the best critical essay on the works of Poe.

The conditions of the contest are as follows:

1. A special Committee consisting of five persons shall be appointed by the Board of the Society, whose members to be made public at a later date.
2. Every person desiring to participate in the Contest shall submit his or her essay not later than the 30th day of April of each year.
3. No essay shall exceed 2,000 words, and it may deal either with some particular work, or group of works, of Edgar Allan Poe, or give a general interpretation of Poe's belongings in world literature. No manuscript will be returned to the authors.
4. The essays shall be mailed to the Edgar Allan Poe Society, Inc., 605 Port Washington Avenue, New York City, in a sealed envelop, and the names of the authors shall not appear on the manuscript. The full name and address of the author shall be enclosed in a sealed envelop in which a metal coin chosen by him shall be inserted, and this identical coin shall appear in the manuscript. When the sealed envelop shall have been determined by the Contest Committee, the envelopes shall be sealed by members, and the name of the author made public. The author whose essay shall be awarded a prize of $100.
5. The members of the Board of the Edgar Allan Poe Society, Inc., as well as the members of the Advisory Committee, shall not be permitted to participate in the Contest.
6. The award shall be announced by the Contest Committee not later than the 15th day of October of every year.
7. It shall be the right of the Contest Committee, in addition to the award of the $100 prize, to make honorary mention of such essays as in their discretion deserve such recognition.
8. The Edgar Allan Poe Society, Inc., reserves the right to use the publication of the winning essay, and to copy other essays as may be honorably mentioned, in a manner to be determined by the Board of Directors.

MORE COTTON AT CHEAPER PRICE

World's consumption of cotton involves a moderate price trend noticeable only by checking the high cost of premiums.

Price is Big Factor

"The world will take for many years to come all the cotton it can get at a price." Professor Todd says. "It must be good cotton and at a reasonable price. which will pay the producer decently but will also allow the manufacturers to produce the millions goods at a price within the means of the consumers."

The Answer is...

The Scope of National Service

PIECE DYEING - WASHING
FINISHING
ROLLER AND SCREEN PRINTING
RAYON AND CELANESE
RIBBONS
MOIRE
MOIRE PAPER
SKIN SILK
KNITTED FABRICS
MIXED GOODS

NATIONAL SILK DYEING COMPANY
5 COLT STREET, PATERSON, N.J.
N. Y. Salesroom: 102 Madison Avenue
Salesrooms: Toronto; Montreal

STYLES...so is price...but the ultimate strength and appeal of textiles is summed up in Quality.

And that is the basis on which National operates.

It is this principle, plus proved results, that prompts many manufacturers to come to National when the quality of Dyeing, Weighting, Finishing and Printing must be beyond question.

Our experiences, our resources and our sound understanding of the complexity and exactitude of our field, inestimably promote our ideal, and enable us to assume every responsibility for excellent results, in every phase of textile processing in which National is engaged.